
Topic 4 and 5: Prime, Composite, GCF, LCM 

1) Which of the following is a common factor of 24 and 32? 

  A. 3 

  B. 4 

  C. 12 

  D. 16 

 
2) Which of the following numbers is a multiple of 3? 

  A. 145 

  B. 158 

  C. 205 

  D. 216 

 
3) Which of the following is a prime number? 

  A. 65 

  B. 58 

  C. 39 

  D. 23 

4) What is the total number of factors of 12? 

  A. 4 

  B. 6 

  C. 8 

  D. 12 

5)  What is the Greatest common Factor of 8 and 15?    
 
 
 
 
6) What is the Greatest common Factor of 14 and 21? 
 
 
 
 
7) What is the least common multiple of 9 and 18? 
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8) What is the least common multiple of 35 and 60? 
 

 

9) Which is NOT a factor pair for 42? 

A. 13 and 4 
B. 14 and 3 
C. 21 and 2 
D. 6 and 7 
 

10) Francisco, Leon, and Jack each had the same number of trading cards. 

� Francisco puts his cards in groups of 5 with none left over 

� Leon puts his cards in groups of 4 with none left over 

� Jack puts his cards in groups of 9 with none left over. 

Which of the following could be the total number of trading cards each person had? 

  A. 72 

  B. 81 

  C. 84 

  D. 90 

 

11) Gloria mows her lawn every 12 days and washes her windows every 20 days. She 
mowed her lawn and washed her windows today. 

 
How many days from now will it be until she next mows her lawn and washes her 
windows on the same day? 
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Answer the following Open Response Questions on a sheet of white 
lined paper.  LABEL all answers and be sure to SHOW YOUR WORK 
when asked. 

12) A local bakery celebrated its one-year anniversary on Saturday. On that day, every 
4th customer received a free cookie. Every 6th customer received a free muffin. 

a. Did the 30th customer receive a free cookie, a free muffin, both, or neither? 
Show or explain how you got your answer. 

b. Casey was the first customer to receive both a free cookie and a free muffin. 
What number customer was Casey? Show or explain how you got your answer. 

c. Tom entered the bakery after Casey. He received a free cookie only. What 
number customer could Tom have been? Show or explain how you got your 
answer. 

d. On that day, the bakery gave away a total of 29 free cookies. What was the total 
number of free muffins the bakery gave away on that day? Show or explain how 
you got your answer. 

 

13) The Fish Bowl store had a sale. During the sale, the store gave away two kinds of 
fish, goldfish and catfish. 

• Every 5th customer received a free goldfish. 
• Every 12th customer received a free catfish. 
 

There were 134 customers on the day of the sale. 

a
. 
How many customers received a free goldfish? Show or explain how you got your 
answer. 

b
. 
How many customers received a free catfish? Show or explain how you got your 
answer. 

c
. 
How many customers received both a free goldfish and a free catfish? Show or 
explain how you got your answer. 
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14) A store will celebrate the release of a new game system by giving free gifts to some 
of its customers. On the day the game system is released, every 5th customer will 
receive a free video game and every 12th customer will receive a free game system. 

 a. What is the total number of customers who will receive a free video game before 
a customer receives the first free game system? Show or explain how you got 
your answer. 

a. Of the first 50 customers, what is the total number of customers who will receive 
a free gift? Show or explain how you got your answer. 

b. If 200 customers visit the game store on this day, what is the total number of 
customers who will receive both a free video game and a free game system? 
Show or explain how you got your answer. 

 

 

 


